Abstract: Changes in river plane shapes are called river planform changes (RPCs). Such changes can impact sustainable human development (e.g., human habitations, industrial and agricultural development, and national border security). RPCs can be identified through field surveys-a method that is highly precise but time-consuming, or through remote sensing (RS) and geographic information system (GIS), which are less precise but more efficient. Previous studies that have addressed RPCs often used RS, GIS, or digital elevation models (DEMs) and focused on only one or a few rivers in specific areas with the goal of identifying the reasons underlying these changes. In contrast, in this paper, we developed a combinatorial reasoning mechanism based on topological and metric relations that can be used to classify RPCs. This approach does not require DEMs and can eliminate most false-change information caused by varying river water levels. First, we present GIS models of river planforms based on their natural properties and, then, modify these models into simple GIS river planform models (SGRPMs) using straight lines rather than common lines to facilitate computational and human understanding. Second, we used double straight line 4-intersection models (DSL4IMs) and intersection and difference models (IDMs) of the regions to represent the topological relations between the SGRPMs and used double-start-point 8-distance models (DS8DMs) to express the metric relations between the SGRPMs. Then, we combined topological and metric relations to analyse the changes in the SGRPMs. Finally, to compensate for the complexity of common river planforms in nature, we proposed three segmentation rules to turn common river planforms into SGRPMs and used combinatorial reasoning mechanism tables (CRMTs) to describe the spatial relations among different river planforms. Based on our method, users can describe common river planforms and their changes in detail and confidently reject false changes. Future work should develop a method to automatically or semi-automatically adjust the segmentation rules and the combinatorial reasoning mechanism.
Introduction
Rivers are critical for human survival and sustainable development and provide indispensable human resources, such as domestic water, agricultural water, industrial water, shipping, and alluvial plains. However, changes in the river plane shape, called "river planform changes" (RPCs), influence the sustainability of human life, industrial development, agricultural development and (a) Different degrees of sinuousity, the degree of sinuousity of river planform 2 is higher than that of river planform 1; (b) different degrees of braiding, the degree of braiding of river planform 2 is higher than that of river planform 1; (c) different degrees of anabranching, the degree of anabranching of river planform 2 is higher than that of river planform 1.
GIS Models of River Planforms
However, these two typical classification systems for river planforms are difficult to use to represent all river planforms on earth. Taking these typical classifications into account and considering the river planforms found in nature, we classified river planforms into simple nonsinuous (nonsinuous without braidings or anabranchings), nonsinuous braided, nonsinuous anabranched, simple sinuous (sinuous without braidings or anabranchings), sinuous braided, and sinuous anabranched planforms. In this paper, we used lines and regions to express the river planforms in GIS: Bank lines were expressed by lines, while braidings or anabranchings were expressed by regions. To perfect our classified river planforms, two special conditions must be considered: The first such condition is that it is difficult to distinguish between braidings and anabranchings, which are both expressed by regions in GIS. The second special condition is that when the width of a river is too small to be expressed by double lines or a branding on a specified scale in GIS, the river planform must be expressed by a single line. Based on the two typical river planform classifications and two special conditions presented above, river planforms can be expressed using five types of GIS models-single line, double line, double line with one internal region, double line with several internal regions, and three or more lines with several regions-as illustrated in Figure 3 . Figure 3a shows a river planform with a width so small that it had to be expressed by a single line. Figure 3b presents simple nonsinuous and simple sinuous planforms expressed using a double-line model; Figure 3c depicts a model with double lines containing one region used to express nonsinuous and sinuous planforms with one central bar. Figure 3d shows nonsinuous and sinuous braided or anabranched planforms expressed as double lines with several regions. Finally, Figure 3e displays three or more lines with several regions used to depict complicated nonsinuous and sinuous braided or anabranched planforms. The lines consist of two endpoints (a start point [SP] and endpoint [EP] ) and an interior, and the regions consist of a boundary (H-boundary) and an interior (H-interior). (a) Different degrees of sinuousity, the degree of sinuousity of river planform 2 is higher than that of river planform 1; (b) different degrees of braiding, the degree of braiding of river planform 2 is higher than that of river planform 1; (c) different degrees of anabranching, the degree of anabranching of river planform 2 is higher than that of river planform 1.
However, these two typical classification systems for river planforms are difficult to use to represent all river planforms on earth. Taking these typical classifications into account and considering the river planforms found in nature, we classified river planforms into simple nonsinuous (nonsinuous without braidings or anabranchings), nonsinuous braided, nonsinuous anabranched, simple sinuous (sinuous without braidings or anabranchings), sinuous braided, and sinuous anabranched planforms. In this paper, we used lines and regions to express the river planforms in GIS: Bank lines were expressed by lines, while braidings or anabranchings were expressed by regions. To perfect our classified river planforms, two special conditions must be considered: The first such condition is that it is difficult to distinguish between braidings and anabranchings, which are both expressed by regions in GIS. The second special condition is that when the width of a river is too small to be expressed by double lines or a branding on a specified scale in GIS, the river planform must be expressed by a single line. Based on the two typical river planform classifications and two special conditions presented above, river planforms can be expressed using five types of GIS models-single line, double line, double line with one internal region, double line with several internal regions, and three or more lines with several regions-as illustrated in Figure 3 . Figure 3a shows a river planform with a width so small that it had to be expressed by a single line. Figure 3b presents simple nonsinuous and simple sinuous planforms expressed using a double-line model; Figure 3c depicts a model with double lines containing one region used to express nonsinuous and sinuous planforms with one central bar. Figure 3d shows nonsinuous and sinuous braided or anabranched planforms expressed as double lines with several regions. Finally, Figure 3e displays three or more lines with several regions used to depict complicated nonsinuous and sinuous braided or anabranched planforms. The lines consist of two endpoints (a start point [SP] and endpoint [EP] ) and an interior, and the regions consist of a boundary (H-boundary) and an interior (H-interior). 
Simple GIS Models of River Planforms
To perfect the GIS models of the river planforms, we used straight lines instead of common lines to facilitate human understanding and computational analysis. This choice did not impact the topological relations of the river planforms. Moreover, complicated nonsinuous and sinuous planforms expressed by three or more lines with several regions can be subdivided into several other simpler GIS models, such as the double-line model and the double-line one-region model. Hence, we did not include this model in the simple GIS river planform models (SGRPMs). The SGRPMs, which comprise single straight line (SSL) models (SSLMs), double straight line (DSL) models (DSLMs), DSL one-region models (DSL-1RMs), and DSL several-regions models (DSL-SRMs), are illustrated in Figure 4 . DSL-SRMs could be considered as the most integrated models of SGRPMs (To express DSL-SRMs simply, we use two regions that represent several regions belonging to them). When the regions change into one, they become DSL-1RMs and when regions disappear, they become DSLMs-in other words, the DSLM can be considered as a DSL with an empty set (for the disappeared region). When the river width is too small to be depicted, DSLMs become SSLMs-in other words, SSLMs are the simplest, and an SSLM should be considered as a special DSLM that consists of an SSL and an empty set (for another SSL) with an empty set (for the disappeared region). 
Combinatorial Reasoning Mechanism for RPCs
RPCs can be expressed based on their spatial relations, but it is difficult to distinguish RPCs solely in terms of their topological or metric relations. In this paper, the spatial relations between river planforms or SGRPMs consist of topological and metric relations and their combinations to fully express RPCs. The spatial relations between SGRPMs constitute the foundation for the spatial relations between the river planforms, and complex river planforms are expressed by the combination of several SGRPMs. Based on the characteristics and GIS expressions of river planforms, we have proposed segmentation rules that can be used to divide an entire river planform into several SGRPMs and, thus, more readily analyse the spatial relations between river planforms and describe the RPCs. 
Simple GIS Models of River Planforms
Combinatorial Reasoning Mechanism for RPCs
RPCs can be expressed based on their spatial relations, but it is difficult to distinguish RPCs solely in terms of their topological or metric relations. In this paper, the spatial relations between river planforms or SGRPMs consist of topological and metric relations and their combinations to fully express RPCs. The spatial relations between SGRPMs constitute the foundation for the spatial relations between the river planforms, and complex river planforms are expressed by the combination of several SGRPMs. Based on the characteristics and GIS expressions of river planforms, we have proposed segmentation rules that can be used to divide an entire river planform into several SGRPMs and, thus, more readily analyse the spatial relations between river planforms and describe the RPCs.
Spatial Relations between SGRPMs
The spatial relation between an SSLM at Time 1 and a DSLM at Time 2 is different than that between a DSLM at Time 1 and an SSLM at Time 2. However, the reasoning mechanisms, which are based on the spatial relations involving the resulting changed river planforms, remain the same. Hence, we considered these two types of spatial relations to be equivalent. Based on the analysis presented above, we divided the spatial relations into several types, as shown in Table 1 . Before analysing the topological relations between SGRPMs, those with a low probability and that are unlikely to be representative must be excluded to make the remaining relations simple and effective. Because river planforms are dynamic and bank lines are always continuous, the topological relations between bank lines should be considered as topological relations between straight lines, which can extend or shorten to some extent. In other words, the topological relations between bank straight lines will not change if the lines change in length to a certain extent. We defined a true topological relation between straight lines as one that does not change when the lines are extended or shortened by an arbitrarily small amount. In contrast, relations that do change are called false spatial relations. Figure 5a illustrates the topological relation between Straight line A at Time 1 and Straight line α at Time 2 when Straight line A is shortened by an arbitrarily small amount, such as ε 1 and ε 2 , based on the two endpoints, and Straight line α changes by the same amount as Straight line A (δ 1 and δ 2 , respectively). Figure 5a ,e are the same, and they remain the same after shortening or extending. We call this type of topological relation the true topological relation between the SGRPMs. By the same reasoning, we call the topological relations illustrated in Figure 5b ,f true topological relations, and Figure 5c ,g are the same as Figure 5b ,f. In contrast, although the topological relations illustrated in Figure 5d ,h are the same, because they differentiated into two different types of spatial relations after shortening or extending, they present false topological relations between the SGRPMs, and, in this paper, we eliminate them from the topological relations between SGRPMs. Moreover, Figure 5 illustrates only the topological relations between SSLs at different times. It is important to note that a straight line can be considered a model of a bank line from the DSLM. However, topological relations between two DSLs at different times must conform to the same rule, as addressed for SSLs above. 
The spatial relation between an SSLM at Time 1 and a DSLM at Time 2 is different than that between a DSLM at Time 1 and an SSLM at Time 2. However, the reasoning mechanisms, which are based on the spatial relations involving the resulting changed river planforms, remain the same. Hence, we considered these two types of spatial relations to be equivalent. Based on the analysis presented above, we divided the spatial relations into several types, as shown in Table 1 . Before analysing the topological relations between SGRPMs, those with a low probability and that are unlikely to be representative must be excluded to make the remaining relations simple and effective. Because river planforms are dynamic and bank lines are always continuous, the topological relations between bank lines should be considered as topological relations between straight lines, which can extend or shorten to some extent. In other words, the topological relations between bank straight lines will not change if the lines change in length to a certain extent. We defined a true topological relation between straight lines as one that does not change when the lines are extended or shortened by an arbitrarily small amount. In contrast, relations that do change are called false spatial relations. Figure 5a illustrates the topological relation between Straight line A at Time 1 and Straight line α at Time 2 when Straight line A is shortened by an arbitrarily small amount, such as ε and ε , based on the two endpoints, and Straight line α changes by the same amount as Straight line A (δ and δ , respectively). Figure 5a ,e are the same, and they remain the same after shortening or extending. We call this type of topological relation the true topological relation between the SGRPMs. By the same reasoning, we call the topological relations illustrated in Figure 5b ,f true topological relations, and Figure 5c ,g are the same as Figure 5b ,f. In contrast, although the topological relations illustrated in Figure 5d ,h are the same, because they differentiated into two different types of spatial relations after shortening or extending, they present false topological relations between the SGRPMs, and, in this paper, we eliminate them from the topological relations between SGRPMs. Moreover, Figure 5 illustrates only the topological relations between SSLs at different times. It is important to note that a straight line can be considered a model of a bank line from the DSLM. However, topological relations between two DSLs at different times must conform to the same rule, as addressed for SSLs above. (1)). In particular, the DSL4IM between two SSLMs can be considered as the intersections of A's interior and one empty set with α's interior and one empty set:
The topological relations between regions are important supplementary conditions when the topological relations between two DSLs (or SSLs) are insufficient to distinguish between true and false RPCs. We used the intersection and difference model (IDM) proposed by [53] to express the topological relations between regions. This model can more accurately describe the topological relations between a region and an empty set than can other models. The topological relations between regions based on IDM can be represented by Equation (2):
where H ∩ H and ∂H ∩ ∂H represent the intersections between H 's interior (H ) and H 's interior (H ) and between H 's boundary (∂H ) and H 's boundary (∂H ), respectively; and H − H and H − H represent the differences between regions H (bounded by A and B) and H (bounded by α and β). We can describe these using one typical model when changes can be detected only by the topological relations between two DSLs. Moreover, they can be fully described when the changes are not fixed by using only the topological relations between two DSLs. However, the topological relations between one or more pairs of regions should be expressed by one or more topological relation matrixes. The topological relations between DSLs (or SSLs) and regions are not described in this paper because they are complicated and unnecessary. Moreover, the topological relations between DSLs and between regions are sufficient to depict RPCs.
Because the DSL-SRM is the most integrated model of SGRPMs, all the topological relations between SGRPMs can be considered as between DSL-SRMs or changed DSL-SRMs. In this paper, (1)). In particular, the DSL4IM between two SSLMs can be considered as the intersections of A's interior and one empty set with α's interior and one empty set:
The topological relations between regions are important supplementary conditions when the topological relations between two DSLs (or SSLs) are insufficient to distinguish between true and false RPCs. We used the intersection and difference model (IDM) proposed by [53] to express the topological relations between regions. This model can more accurately describe the topological relations between a region and an empty set than can other models. The topological relations between regions based on IDM can be represented by Equation (2): We can describe these using one typical model when changes can be detected only by the topological relations between two DSLs. Moreover, they can be fully described when the changes are not fixed by using only the topological relations between two DSLs. However, the topological relations between one or more pairs of regions should be expressed by one or more topological relation matrixes.
The topological relations between DSLs (or SSLs) and regions are not described in this paper because they are complicated and unnecessary. Moreover, the topological relations between DSLs and between regions are sufficient to depict RPCs.
Because the DSL-SRM is the most integrated model of SGRPMs, all the topological relations between SGRPMs can be considered as between DSL-SRMs or changed DSL-SRMs. In this paper, each topological relation between two DSL-SRMs is expressed by one DSL4IM (IM) and Figure 6 . When the topological relations change between the DSL-1RM and the DSL-SRM, there will be one IM and two IDMs (IDM and IDM ); when the topological relations change between the DSL-1RM and the DSL-1RM, there will be on IM and one IDM (IDM ); when the topological relations change between the DSLM and the DSL-SRM, there will be one IM and two IDMs (IDM and IDM , expressing an empty set with H and an empty set with H ); when between the SSLM and the DSL-SRM, there will be one IM and two IDMs ((IDM and IDM , expressing an empty set with H and an empty set with H ), and so on. Finally, the topological relations change between the SSLM and the SSLM, there will be only one DSL4IM.
Metric Relations between SGRPMs
We propose a double-start-point 8-distance model (DS8DM) that expresses the metric relations between DSL A and B and between DSL α and β that is characterised by three distance values (0, 1, ∞): between A's SP and B's SP and betweenα's SP and β's SP (Equation (3)): When the topological relations change between the DSL-1RM and the DSL-SRM, there will be one IM and two IDMs (IDM a and IDM b ); when the topological relations change between the DSL-1RM and the DSL-1RM, there will be on IM and one IDM (IDM a ); when the topological relations change between the DSLM and the DSL-SRM, there will be one IM and two IDMs (IDM a and IDM b , expressing an empty set with H 1 and an empty set with H 2 ); when between the SSLM and the DSL-SRM, there will be one IM and two IDMs ((IDM a and IDM b , expressing an empty set with H 1 and an empty set with H 2 ), and so on. Finally, the topological relations change between the SSLM and the SSLM, there will be only one DSL4IM.
We propose a double-start-point 8-distance model (DS8DM) that expresses the metric relations between DSL A and B and between DSL α and β that is characterised by three distance values (0, 1, ∞): between A's SP and B's SP and betweenα's SP and β's SP (Equation (3)): 
Moreover, the distance value (0) indicates that the distance is 0, the distance between an SP and an empty set is defined as ∞, and the distance value (1) denotes that the distance is not 0 and ∞. Then, the values representing the DS8DM can be described as follows: Moreover, the distance value (0) indicates that the distance is 0, the distance between an SP and an empty set is defined as ∞, and the distance value (1) denotes that the distance is not 0 and ∞. Then, the values representing the DS8DM can be described as follows: If the value of DD is 0, then SP is between SP and SP , or SP equals SP or SP . If the value of DD is 1, then SP is outside SP and SP .
If the value of DD is 0, then SP is between SP and SP , and if the value of DD is 1, then SP is outside SP and SP .
If the value of DD is 0, then SP is between SP and SP , and if the value of DD is 1, then SP is outside SP and SP . For a thorough understanding of the metric relations between SGRPMs, we list all 21 DS8DMs in Figure A1 in the Appendix A.
Combinatorial Reasoning Mechanism with Topological and Metric Relations between the SGRPMs
Because of the limitations of expressing a change between SGRPMs using only topological or metric relations, we propose a combinatorial reasoning mechanism involving both topological and metric relations. This combination contains the matrixes of DSL4IMs and the IDM of regions and DS8DMs. To express the combinatorial reasoning mechanism thoroughly, we propose four similar situations between SGRPMs (which are easy to confuse) to explain how it works to distinguish different changes. To distinguish between the first situation ( Figure 8a ) and the second situation (Figure 8b ), which have the same DSL4IMs and IDMs, the DS8DM is critical. To distinguish between the second situation ( Figure 8b ) and the third situation (Figure 8c ), which have the same DS8DM and IDMs, the DSL4IM is critical. To distinguish between the third situation ( Figure 8c For a thorough understanding of the metric relations between SGRPMs, we list all 21 DS8DMs in Figure A1 in the Appendix A.
Because of the limitations of expressing a change between SGRPMs using only topological or metric relations, we propose a combinatorial reasoning mechanism involving both topological and metric relations. This combination contains the matrixes of DSL4IMs and the IDM of regions and DS8DMs. To express the combinatorial reasoning mechanism thoroughly, we propose four similar situations between SGRPMs (which are easy to confuse) to explain how it works to distinguish different changes. To distinguish between the first situation ( Figure 8a ) and the second situation (Figure 8b ), which have the same DSL4IMs and IDMs, the DS8DM is critical. To distinguish between the second situation ( Figure 8b ) and the third situation (Figure 8c ), which have the same DS8DM and IDMs, the DSL4IM is critical. To distinguish between the third situation ( Figure 8c ) and the fourth situation (Figure 8d ), which have the same DSL4IM and IDMs, the DS8DMs are critical. Based on these combinatorial reasoning matrixes, we can distinguish the different types of changes between the SGRPMs except for changes between whole left migrations and whole right migrations, which result in the same matrixes, as shown in Figure 9 . However, these four similar situations do not comprise all the situations between whole left migrations and whole right migrations. Because IDMs are useless in these situations, RPCs with the same bank line situations-as shown in Figure 9 -are all true changes, and they can be further differentiated based on context. Hence, using the combinatorial reasoning mechanism we can eliminate most false changes caused by bank lines widening or narrowing ( Figure 8b is probably a false change caused by bank lines widening from Time 1 to Time 2).
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2017, 6, 13 11 of 22 and the fourth situation (Figure 8d ), which have the same DSL4IM and IDMs, the DS8DMs are critical. Based on these combinatorial reasoning matrixes, we can distinguish the different types of changes between the SGRPMs except for changes between whole left migrations and whole right migrations, which result in the same matrixes, as shown in Figure 9 . However, these four similar situations do not comprise all the situations between whole left migrations and whole right migrations. Because IDMs are useless in these situations, RPCs with the same bank line situations-as shown in Figure 9 -are all true changes, and they can be further differentiated based on context. Hence, using the combinatorial reasoning mechanism we can eliminate most false changes caused by bank lines widening or narrowing ( Figure 8b is probably a false change caused by bank lines widening from Time 1 to Time 2). and the fourth situation (Figure 8d) , which have the same DSL4IM and IDMs, the DS8DMs are critical. Based on these combinatorial reasoning matrixes, we can distinguish the different types of changes between the SGRPMs except for changes between whole left migrations and whole right migrations, which result in the same matrixes, as shown in Figure 9 . However, these four similar situations do not comprise all the situations between whole left migrations and whole right migrations. Because IDMs are useless in these situations, RPCs with the same bank line situations-as shown in Figure 9 -are all true changes, and they can be further differentiated based on context. Hence, using the combinatorial reasoning mechanism we can eliminate most false changes caused by bank lines widening or narrowing (Figure 8b is probably a false change caused by bank lines widening from Time 1 to Time 2). For a thorough understanding of the combinatorial reasoning mechanism, combined topological and metric relations between SGRPMs are needed. In particular, those between DSL-SRMs are essential. Considering that the IDMs between two regions are of eight types (disjoint, meet, overlap, cover, contain, coveredby, containedby, and equal) [53] , listing all the situations is too complex. Consequently, Figure A2 in the Appendix A lists just 38 typical relations between two DSL-SRMs that express only one typical topological relation between regions.
Segmentation Rules for River Planforms
Common river planforms are always too complicated to be expressed by a single SGRPM. Hence, it is necessary to segment common river planforms into several SGRPMs. We proposed three segmentation rules for segmenting a common river planform into several SGRPMs, which are described as follows.
Segmentation Rule 1: If a river planform changes from an SSLM to a DSLM, or vice versa, it will be segmented by segmentation line 1, which passes through the change point O ( Figure 10a) ; thus, the river planform will be segmented into a DSLM and an SSLM.
Segmentation Rule 2: If the bank lines of a river planform change from double line to three or more lines, or vice versa, it will be segmented by segmentation line 2, which passes through the change point P, an arbitrary internal point Q for the right line and an arbitrary internal point R for the left line ( Figure 10b) ; thus, the river planform will be segmented into DSLMs, DSL-1RMs, and DSL-SRMs.
Segmentation Rule 3: If a river planform at Time 1 intersects with a river planform at Time 2 and two or more intersection points exist between any of the bank lines, it will be segmented by segmentation line 3, which passes through an arbitrary point between the neighbouring intersection points of the bank lines such as U and V or S and T ( Figure 10c) ; thus, the river planforms at Time 1 and Time 2 will be segmented into two or more DSLMs, DSL-1RMs, and DSL-SRMs. These three segmentation rules must be considered together; therefore, if a river planform satisfies all three rules, it must be segmented by all three. For a thorough understanding of the combinatorial reasoning mechanism, combined topological and metric relations between SGRPMs are needed. In particular, those between DSL-SRMs are essential. Considering that the IDMs between two regions are of eight types (disjoint, meet, overlap, cover, contain, coveredby, containedby, and equal) [53] , listing all the situations is too complex. Consequently, Figure A2 in the Appendix A lists just 38 typical relations between two DSL-SRMs that express only one typical topological relation between regions.
Segmentation Rule 3: If a river planform at Time 1 intersects with a river planform at Time 2 and two or more intersection points exist between any of the bank lines, it will be segmented by segmentation line 3, which passes through an arbitrary point between the neighbouring intersection points of the bank lines such as U and V or S and T ( Figure 10c) ; thus, the river planforms at Time 1 and Time 2 will be segmented into two or more DSLMs, DSL-1RMs, and DSL-SRMs. These three segmentation rules must be considered together; therefore, if a river planform satisfies all three rules, it must be segmented by all three. Based on these segmentation rules, we used six segmentation lines to segment a practical river planform into several parts that can be simplified to SGRPMs as illustrated in Figure 11 . H − H are regions of the river planform at Time 1, and points A, B, C, D, E, and F are the SPs or EPs at Time 1. H − H are regions of the river planform at Time 2, and points α, β, γ, δ, ε, and ζ are the SPs or EPs at Time 2. Based on these segmentation rules, we used six segmentation lines to segment a practical river planform into several parts that can be simplified to SGRPMs as illustrated in Figure 11 . H I − H VIII are regions of the river planform at Time 1, and points A, B, C, D, E, and F are the SPs or EPs at Time 1. H 1 − H 9 are regions of the river planform at Time 2, and points α, β, γ, δ, ε, and ζ are the SPs or EPs at Time 2. 
A Combinatorial Reasoning Mechanism Table of River Planforms
Because of the complexity of the river planforms, based on the combinatorial reasoning mechanism between the SGRPMs and segmentation rules, we present a combinatorial reasoning mechanism table (CRMT) to describe the combinatorial reasoning mechanism for RPCs in detail. The CRMT consists of several DSL4IMs, IDMs of regions, and DS8DMs of the corresponding SGRPMs, as illustrated in Table 2 . Considering the context, people using the CRMT can express all RPCs-including whole right migrations and whole left migration that have the same combined topological and metric matrixes by the context. Moreover, the change processes that are important for analysing river planforms can be analysed by the CRMT. To simply and clearly describe the IDMs and DSL4IMs, we used subscripts to represent the corresponding relations and distinguish between the matrixes with the same values, i.e., 
Because of the complexity of the river planforms, based on the combinatorial reasoning mechanism between the SGRPMs and segmentation rules, we present a combinatorial reasoning mechanism table (CRMT) to describe the combinatorial reasoning mechanism for RPCs in detail. The CRMT consists of several DSL4IMs, IDMs of regions, and DS8DMs of the corresponding SGRPMs, as illustrated in Table 2 . Considering the context, people using the CRMT can express all RPCs-including whole right migrations and whole left migration that have the same combined topological and metric matrixes by the context. Moreover, the change processes that are important for analysing river planforms can be analysed by the CRMT. To simply and clearly describe the IDMs and DSL4IMs, we used subscripts to represent the corresponding relations and distinguish between the matrixes with the same values, i.e., 0 
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposes a combinatorial reasoning mechanism that utilises topological and metric relations to describe the spatial relations between river planforms for detecting RPCs and to distinguish between true and false RPCs. Five types of GIS models are developed based on natural river planforms and two typical river planform classifications. Four types of SGRPMs are presented based on GIS models of the river planforms to describe the topological relations between them. The DSL4IMs are provided to describe the topological relations between straight lines, the IDMs of regions are developed to express the topological relations between regions, and the DS8DMs are proposed to determine the metric relations between straight lines. Three segmentation rules are developed to segment the river planforms into the SGRPMs. A practical river planform is analysed by the CRMT, which can describe the combinatorial reasoning mechanism of whole river planforms.
The proposed reasoning mechanism can be used to detect RPCs, identify false changes and describe the change processes for massive river planforms. Developing a method to automatically or semi-automatically adjust the reasoning mechanism should be the focus of future research. 
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The proposed reasoning mechanism can be used to detect RPCs, identify false changes and describe the change processes for massive river planforms. Developing a method to automatically or semi-automatically adjust the reasoning mechanism should be the focus of future research.
